Abstract -The elucidation of detailed mechanisms of ultrafast events that occur in molecular charge transfer or reaction dynamics has been made possible by recent advances in spectroscopy techniques that use ultrashort laser pulse generation. Ultrashort laser pulses (100 femtoseconds duration, 1 fs = 10 s) allow to initiate selective photochemical processes (single charge transfer for instance) and to obtain unique informations on the dynamics of primary steps of radical reactions involving ultrafast electron or proton transfer: formation of the hydration cage around an electron, encounter pair formation, ion-molecule reaction. Recent investigations on the non-equilibrium states of electron in aqueous media are discussed.
Introduction.
Understanding of solvent influence during charge transfer reactions require to obtain detailed informations on the solvation dynamics of elementary charges and the time-dependent response of solvent molecules to a changing charge distribution. Regarding redox reactions in polar environment, there has been a great deal of discussion over the meaning of frequency factor and the relative role of the collisional and dielectric components solvent friction 11 ,2/. The exact structure of liquid water is not fully understood at ambient temperature and single charges (electron or derived radicals) or ionic species can be used as microprobe to investigate the local structure and the molecular response of the liquid following a local perturbation (existence of an electric field) 13-51,
The elucidation of detailed mechanisms of ultrafast events that occur during electron or molecule solvation process has been made possible by recent advances in spectroscopy techniques that use ultrashort laser pulse generation 16-81. Ultrashort laser pulses (100 feintoseconds duration, 1 fs = 10 s) allow to initiate selective photochemical processes (photoexcitation of molecular probes, photoejection of subexcitation electron) to investigate the role of solvation dynamics during charge transfer. Femtosecond spectroscopy of non-equilibrium states in polar liquids permit to obtain unique informations on the dynamics of primary steps of charge transfer involving single electron or proton: fonnation of the hydration cage around an electron, encounter pair forniation, ion-molecule reaction, electron attachment to solvent molecule, early electron-proton recombinat~on 19-121.
In polar media (water, alcools ...), excess electron implicates intriguing issues on its coupling with solvent molecules since bound states exist only through the interaction with the surrounding medium /3,5, 151. It is even more interesting when the liquids presents a high protic character because chemical and physical properties have a determinant influence on the reactivity of single charge (figure 1). Several fundamental points are of interest regarding the coupling between charges (electron, proton) and configurationnal fluctuations of the solvent: role of shallow pre-existing traps; influence of hydrogen bond network; relation between amplitude and spatial frequency of density states for favorable electron or proton localization. In this way, the femtosecond photophysics of water molecules is a powerful tool for the investigation of ultrafast phenomena that occur after an initial energy deposition and charge separation. 
Electron Solvation in Protic Polar

Femtosecond photochemistry in pure liquid water.
Direct photoionization of water by near UV femtosecond pulse (1>10'~ W m-2) is possible since the light can be absorbed through a nonlinear process. In such experiments, the 8 eV two-photon excitation is above the ionization threshold for liquid water estimated at a very low quantum yield to be around 6.5 eV. The two photon absorption coefficient of pure water at 310 nm (4eV) has been estimated to be 4 mw-' which yields a non-negligible absorption when dealing with multigigawatt peak power pulses 1141. During the interaction of ionizing radiation with an aqueous phase, the absorption of energy initiates the ionization process. This step is followed by energy exchanges between excess electron and the molecules of solvent. The energy exchange inside a local region leads to complex couplings between the elementary charge and the protic solvent. The figure 1 represents the primary events linked to the comportment of electronic and prototropic species in polar protic solvent. The initial energy deposition in the bulk phase is followed by the formation of a water cation and transient electronic states (reaction 1):
The investigations on.the primary events linked to the hydration of photogenerated electron in aqueous media have been performed using femtosecond laser pulses and absorption spectroscopic methods. In pure liquid water at 294K, the experimental data obtained at different test wavelenghts in the spectral range 410-1250 nm, have permitted to obtain spectral and dynamical informations on non-equilibrium electronic state configurations /I01 and transient prototropic species (1 la).
The analysis of the time-resolved data at different test wavelengths are conducted with kinetical models in which we take into account the convolution of the pump-probe pulses temporal profile and the expected signal rise dynamics including all the different transient species. More precisely the induced absorbance at a specific wavelength (h) and for a time delay (T) between the excitation and the probe pulses is the sum of the contribution A,?(T) of all the species:
In our case of small signal the evolution of the different populations during the pumping and probing follows the relationship:
In these expressions, 1 is the interaction length, c~T ' ) the normalized correlation between the probe and the pump pulse, E ' and Ci respectively the molar extinction coefficient and the concentration of species i.
The figures 2 and 3 represent some of the primary events on charge transfer which have been identified in the subpicosecond time scale following the injection of an epithermal electron through two-photon ionization of water molecules. These figures show that ultrafast reactions lead in less than s to the formation of primary species: hydronium ion or hydrated proton (H,O+) and non-equilibrium configurations of excess electron. Following the photoionization of H,O the resulting water cation (H20*) undergoes, concomitantly to the electron hydration process, an ultrafast charge transfer with one of the surrounding water molecule. The reactivity of this cation is considered as one of the fastest ion-molecule reaction occuring in liquid phase and is believed to take place in less than 10-13s i.e. the time required for a vibration of a molecule. This ion-molecule reaction leads to the formation of the hydronium ion or hydrated proton (H,O') and the hydroxyl radical OH: reaction 4.
Femtosecond spectroscopic investigations in the near UV (410 nm) have permitted to identify an induced absorption, characterized by an ultrashort lifetime and which can be tentatively assigned to the existenceof the water cation H20'. Therelaxation following a monoexponential law would then correspond to the ion-molecule reaction H,O' + H,O -+ H,O' + OH for which the cleavage rate constant is mesured to be loi3 s-' at 410 nm (figure 2). We assume that the ultrafast proton transfer from H20' to H,O is dependent on specific properties of the protic solvent such as the vibrational energy of antisymetric strech. The limiting factor of the cleavage rate constant of the water cation would correspond to the activation energy of a bondcleavage leading to an ultrafast proton transfer from H,O+ to a surrounding water molecule. Additional femtosecond experiments exhibit a significant H/D isotope effect on the relaxation time of the fastest component/l lb/. In H,O andD,O the dry hole (X,O' ) reacts with an adjoining water molecule and through an ultrafast proton transfer gives the cationic ion X,O+ (hydrated proton) and the radical OX. The H/D isotope effect demonstrates that the ultrafast proton transfer from the water cation to water molecule is likely dependent on specific properties of the protic solvent such as the vibrational energy of antisymetric strech. The limiting factor of the cleavage rate constant of the water cation would correspond to the activation energy of a bond cleavage leding to an ultrafast proton transfer from the cation to a neutral water molecule. Concerning the evolution of the coupling between the water cation and the water molecule during the relaxation process, we should wonder whether this process involves or not some important structural changes including geometrical perturbation of the hydration cage around the water cation. Furtherexperiments are in progress to better understand the mecanism of the fast ion-water molecule reaction in pure liquid water.
Spectroscopic investigations in the visible (720 nm) and infrared (1250 nm) have permitted to demonstrate that electron hydration in water proceeds through at least one intermediate state (localized orprehydrated electron) whose the lifetime is in the femtosecond regime (figure 2). This non-equilibrium configuration, characterized by an infrared absorption band extending above 1250 nm, appears in 110 fs and then disappears in 240 fs while a structureless absorption band arises in the visible. The very fast appearance of e-ph,, is at a time scale short compared to any nuclear motion, solvent dipole orientation or thermal motion of water molecules and its implies that efficient mechanisms involved in the localization process do not require large molecular and dynamical reorganization 1101. Experimentally, the absence of a significant continuous shift between the infrared and the visible bands suggests that the relaxation of water molecules in the vicinity of excess electron involves extremely small water motions. In other word an epithermal electron gets to a fully relaxed hydrated state without a dominant dielectric response of the polar medium. At 720 nm, the early decay is attributed to a geminate recombination process (e-..H,O'; e-..OH) /I lb/.
In heavy water, the hydration process of epithermal electrons having an excess kinetic energy around 1.5 eV occurs through an intermediate state absorbing in the infrared which is attributed to a localized or prehydrated state. The dynamics of electron trapping in pure D,O correspond very closely to those in light water. The trapping time ratio between D20 and H,O (T,,20fl,or20,) does not exceed 1.09. This value is lower than i) the ratio of energetic vibrational mode (OH vs OD) which is fitimes greater in H,O than in D,O, ii) the estimate of the ratio of the energy loss rate. If the rate of energy loss for the photoejected electron during the thermalization and trapping steps is dependent on the coupling with the most energetic vibrational mode of the OX bond (antisymetric stretch), the time necessary for complete energy dissipation during localization would increase in the same proportion as the ratio of ener etic vibrational mode (OWOD). As the H/D isotope effect on trapping time is lower than this value ( f 2), it can be concluded that the thermalization step in D,O remains very fast and is not the limiting factor in the prehydration process /I lb/.
An important point to draw from femtosecond photochemistry in pure water is that H/D isotope substitution does not affect the relaxation dynamics of prehydrated electrons in neat liquid water. The present data establish that hydration dynamics of subexcitation electron remain largely independent of the physical properties of the polar solvent, such as viscosity, Debye time, vibrational energy of antisymetric strech (OH,OD). Although the Debye relaxation time (T,) is longer in D20 than in H20 (10.2 ps vs 8.2 ps at 294 K, there is a discrepancy between the estimate of isotope effect on the hydration time defined by the continuum theory (T, = T,.EJE~) and the experimental values. This discrepancy is in agreement with previous data obtained for light water for which the absence of a continuous shift between the infrared band assigned to a trapped state of electron (e,,,,,) and the fully hydrated state (e,,) supports the existence of a two states process. conclusion that the relaxation of water molecules in the vicinity of an excess electron involves extremely small water motions. The experimental facts lead the conclusion that an epithermal electron reaches its hydration state without a dominant action of the dielectric response of the polar medium and that the relaxation of water molecules in the vicinity of an excess electron would involve small water motions such as librations or OH vibrations.
Theoretical studies using Molecular Dynamics simulations (MD) and Hole burning suggest that in the two-photon generation of excess electron in pure liquid water, the majority of the excess electrons population will be localized in transient configurations (trapped state or excited hydrated electron). In pure liquid water, the view of the electron solvation as an internal conversion process remains an open question. Theoretical investigations on electron trapping and solvation in pure liquid water are partially consistent with our experimental spectral data and suggest that different populations of non equilibrium electronic configurations (prehydrated states, excited solvated state, trapped electron by pre-existing deep traps) can contribute to the infrared signal before the electron gets its equilibrium state (hydrated state) 1161. More recent simulations consider an internal transition (non adiabatic transition) toward the fully hydrated electron (ground state) 1171.
During the solvation of an excess electron in pure liquid water at ambient temperature, the existence of an isosbestic point in the near 1R was,up to now, open to debate/12,18/. Veryrecently, thediscremination of a low energy photochemical channel has been obtained in the near infrared spectral region 1191. This channel favors the formation of a transient encounter pair between the electron and the neoformed prototropic species [(H,O+:e~:OH),,, before the total electron hydration process. This non-equilibrium configuration wouldcontribute to the existence of a shoulder in the spectral range 800-900 nm and demonstrate the absence of an isosbestic point 1191. At 820 nm, the computed best fits of the experimental trace assume that the encounter radical pair would occur with an appearance time (T,) of 130 +/-20 fs and relaxe following a single transition state (monoexponential law) with a deactivation rate (T,) of 330 +/-20 fs.
The contribution of the signal due to this electron-radical pair equals about 30% at 820 nm. At longer test-wavelength (880 nm), the early signal decay can be assigned both to a contribution of this encounter pair and to prehydrated electron (e-,,,,,) . However, at this test wavelength it is not easy to differenciate the exact contributions of the two non-equilibrium electronic states owing to the fact that the different times (T,,T,, T, and T,) are very close /19/. The identification of this non-equilibrium electronic state in the near infrared demonstrates that, at least, two simultaneous electron transfer channels are involved during the photoejecton of epithermal electron from neutral water molcules (figure 3). The behavior of the low-threshold ionization process in pure liquid water can lead i) either to a deactivation process by ultrafast reactivity of non fully hydrated electron with the hydroniunl ion or the hydroxyl radical with geminate proton transfer, ii) or to an internal radiationless transition in the vicinity of prototropic entities to yield fully hydratedelectron. In these two cases, the final deactivation process is longer than the internal transition of the infrared presolvated electron to the fully hydrated electron. Ab initio calculations on the structural characters of water molecules linked to the solvation shells of the hydronium ion in dilute solutions have shown that the radial distribution functions goo(r) and goH(r) exhibit a maximum at 2.48 A and 3.2 A respectively 1201. At least two hydration shells can be considered over a 7A distance range. Consequently, if an electron is directly trapped in the structured hydration shell of H30+ or OH, the initial charge separation distance would be shorter than the Onsager radius (rc=7A in water) and very similar to the estimates of reaction radius: e. ..H30f: 4.5A, e-..OH: 6A. It is important to note that the precursor of the hydronium ion and the hydroxyl radical would relax following an ultrafast proton transfer whose rate constant is faster than the final relaxation step of the trapped electron. This means that a favorable structured environment (H,O' ... OH),,, can be created before the electron gets its final equilibrium state. This ion-molecule reaction is in agreement with the hypothesis of an autoionization process of water molecules in which the electron undergoes a coupling with neoformed prototropic species on a short spatial range. The cage effect created by this favorable structure will limite the escape of the excess electron far of the water cation (H,Of). The early reactivity of this hybride pair would involve a fast local reorganization of the hygrogen bond lattice without a significant diffusion process and suggest a pre-eminent role of the ion-molecule reaction to trigger direct electron trapping by siblings. In this hypothesis, if the energy distribution of preexisting traps is determined by solvent fluctuations /21,22/ it can be suggested that ultrafast structural solvent reorganization initiated by short lived prototropic species (ion-molecule reaction for instance), wo~lld favor the capture of electron by a new local favorable trap state without the electron have to undergo a thermalization process (self trapping induced by "autoionization" of excited states of water n~olecules). In this hypothesis, the limiting factor for the formation of the favorable structured environment and the subsequent encounter pair formation (H,O+:e':OH),,, would correspond to the activation energy of the reaction involving ultrafast electron transfer from the water cation to nearest surrounding water molecules. The possibility of a cooperative effect between several watermolecules (dimerormolecuIarcluster) remains open as recently suggested by several authors.
I Electron Solvation in
The existence of a low dissociation channel for H 2 0 n~olecules has been suspected to compete with the direct ionization of the A -state (lb, + 3sa1 for instance). Theoretically, the estimate of the energ] required to generate electron through vertical ioniz:ition (Born-Oppenheimer) is around 8.5 eV within the uncertainty about the value of V, while experimental works have suggested that the threshold energy for the formation of photogenerated hydrated electron through one or two photons will be around 6.5 eV/23/. In our femtosecond photochemical experiments which use ultraviolet pulse (E = 4eV) and high energy density, the important point to discuss concerns the ionization process which can occur at energy lower than the vertical ionization threshold. The electronic state achieved through a two photon process below the theoretical ionization threshold (-8.5 eV) would correspond to ultrashort excited water molecules (Rydberg states for instance) for which ail autoionization process in a condensedphase is possible. Previous studies conclude that a hydrated electron can be obtained when the excitation energy is lower than the energy band gap of water and suggest that an autoionization of water molecules would theoretically be feasable by a thermodynamic process with a free energy (AG) of 5.78 eV 124,251. This charge transfer can be considered whether the energy deposition occurs in favorable site geometry for which the themlodynamic process is made possible (low energy photochemical channel). In this way thecooperative effect of two water molecules would enhance photogenesation of electron on short distance i.e. the trapping of the excess electron would occur in the first two solvation shells of the prototropic species. The contribution of such a photochemical channel can explain the kinetic data obtained in the near IR on short or long time scale 1181. Indeed, femtosecond spectroscopic investigations in pure aqueous media provide unique informations on the dynamical coupling between electronic and prototropic species: ultrafast water cation reaction with water molecules (H20f + H,O), relaxation of infrared non-equilibrium states of electrons toward equilibrium configurations, hybride charge transfer leading to encounter pairs (figure 3). Considering this last charge transfer in pure water, it is suggested that structural cooperative effects linked to the presence of prototropic species would favor a charge separation channel equivalent to a low energy photochemical process. In this hypothesis, the trapping of photogenerated electron would occur in the neoformed transient cage for which prototropic species (I-I,O', OH) and few water molecules would be involved.
3.
Computer simulation of the fully relaxed hydrated electron in bulk.
Experimental and theoretical studies of electrons in polar media constitute an active area of research to elucidate the type and location changes induced by a charge separation, the role of the local electron-solvent interactions and the molecular process associated with the solvent relaxation around an excess electron or prototropic species. Quantum statistical studies using path integral molecular dynamics and Monte carlo statistical methods have permitted to obtain considerable progress on equilibrium structure, optical spectroscopy and relaxation dynamics of hydrated electron (e-,,,) /22,26-281.
In this way, we have performed the computation of the fundamental state of an electron in a cavity model composed of six water molecules with an OH bond orientation toward the centre of the cavity. The methodology used has been described elsewhere and is based on the Splitting Operator Method to resolved the Schrodinger equation 1291. The figure 4 represents the interaction of the water molecules of the first hydration shell with the electron. This interaction is taken into account via a pseudo-potential. The influence of the second solvation shell is treated through the existence of bulk limited to a continuum. The giration radius of the hydrated electron is found to be of the same order of magnitude as computed by statistical methods. For the best value of the cavity radius, more than 60% of the charge is localizedinside the cavity. Representation of the potential distribution used in the present computation; inside the cavity r 5 R, the potential is the sum of the potential due to the 6 water molecules defined in the hydration madel and the spherical part of the continuum potential, outside the cavity r > R, the potential is just the continuum potential.
On the Table I we have reported some significant results of our model and have compared them to those obtained by using a complete simulation of the system (nH,O + e 3 . In this table K represents the kinetic energy, P the potential energy, T the total electronic energy (T = K + P) and r, is the gyration radius of the wavefunction. The present results have been obtained for a cavity size of four Bohr radius. One may not that there exist a good agreement those performed by MD simulations. This fact permitted us to ensure that this model of representation of the coupling between an electron and an aqueous phase is representative of the state of the fully relaxed form of the hydrated electron. 
Ultrafast charge transfer in concentrated ionic aqueous solutions
Femtosecond photochemistry of ionic aqueous solutions allow to investigate electron solvation in function of the ionic strength and the nature of ions. Femtosecond photodetachment of electron from a halide (C1-), through charge transfer to solvent spectra (CTTS) can been achieved by pumping with ultravioletpulses. It has been previously suggested that the femtosecondphotolysis channel occurs through a highly excited state of the chloride anion which dissociates to give an epithemal electron and a chlorine atomB21. Starting from the transient absorption spectra obtained on the picosecond time scale, the primary steps occuring after the femtosecond energy deposition have been shown to be described by the reactions: In dilute ionic aqueous solutions (NaCl = 0.4M), the photodetachment of an electron from Cr and its subsequent hydration proceed through at least one intermediate step (localization step) absorbing in the infrared and having a lifetime of 250 fs. The figure 5 summarizes the influence of the ionic strength on electron trapping and hydration dynamics. The most significant ionic strength effects are observed on the electron hydration dynamics but the dynamics of electron hydration is faster than the formation time (T,) of the Na' , H+ or Li+ atmosphere around eh,,.
The investigation of early steps following the femtosecond photoionization of halide (Cl-) in aqueous solution has permitted to demonstrate the existence of specific photochemical channels which are dependent on the nature of the counter ion. It seems reasonable to assume that in concentratedionic aqueous solution the density andconfigurational fuctuations provide potential well into which the excess epithemal electron may be directly hydrated. In high concentrated aqueous solutions of hydronium ions, excess electron will be mainly ejected inside the hydration shell of an hydronium ion (H,O+),, ( Relaxation of e-IR The fluctuations of structures induced by H,O' favor the existence of non fully hydrated electron equivalent to a non-equilibrium radical pair. The formation of this pair is found to follow a rate constant of 4 lo1* S-I and has a lifetime of 850 fsl331. Indeed, a significant fraction of electron are therefore directly localized in the reaction radius of the hydronium ion i.e. are either present in the hydration shell or tunnel there through a long range. In the evolution of the coupling between the electron-ion pair and water molecules we suggest that the limiting factor of the deactivation dynamics of the encounter pair corresponds to the activation energy of the radical-ion bond cleavage reaction which includes either a proton migration from H30+ to neighbour water molecules or a local polarization effect on H bonds.
At this point, let us consider the case of electron comportment in concentrated ionic aqueous solutions for which [H,O] /LiCl] = 5. When the hydration shell around Li'or C1-correspond to tighly bound water, an important band peaking in the red spectral region can be observed (figure 6). The existence of a blue shift is assigned to a change of the electron hydration energy 1341. At the test wavelength corresponding to the maximum of the band (-660 nm), the dynamics of this ultrafact electron capture equals 250 fs. In the case of Li' with low electronic affinity, the hydration process would occur through ultrafast electron scattering in deep traps induced by Li' . In this hypothesis, the favorable spatial distribution of deep traps created by the presence of stable counterion (Li') would represent a specific order of the liquid for direct electron capture in ground hydrated states. A second channel for electron hydration has been identified in concentrated ionic aqueous solutions. The solvation process involves electron trapping with spectral evidence in the infrared. This non-equilibrium electronic state relaxes toward the fully hydrated state according to a pseudo first-order rate of 1.8 1012 s". At this ionic strength, the rotational correlation time (T,) that is obtained by 'H nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) is longer than in bulk whereas the 'H NMR relaxation time T is significantly reduced by slow motions of water molecules /34/. The present femtosecond investigations demonstrate that for [H20]/ELiC1] = 5, the lifetime of localized electron is shorter than the formation time (Tr) of the Li' atmosphere around the electron. This implies that in solutions with tighly bound water, the final response of the medium during the hydration involves extremelly small molecular motions. The early behavior decay of the hydrated electron in such concentrated ionic solution has been assigned to the recombination of electron with chlorine atome (e--Cl). This process does not involve trapped electron in the vicinity of lithium ion.
In conclusion, femtosecond photochemistry of pure liquid water and ionic aqueous solutions provide unique informations on the dynamical coupling between electron and prototropic species or other counter ions: ultrafast ion-molecule reaction, identification of several photophysical processes involving infrared non-equilibrium electronic states, characterization of complexe hybride charge transfers leading to encounter pairs.
